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Step one of every duel is the same — not die. The longer you can stay alive, the better. Stringering 

(controlling/finding) your opponent’s blade is a simple and effective way of doing that.  

Why stringer? 

Few reasons: 

1) So your opponent can’t hit you 

2) So you can hit your opponent and not be hit in the process 

3) So your opponent can’t hit you 

Control your opponent’s sword, control your opponent. Control your opponent, control the fight. 

How to stringer? 

You need the three advantages — crossing, leverage/penetration & edge. 

Crossing. From the furthest measure you want to have your point cross over your opponent’s 

blade. This will take your point slightly off line — temporarily — but will keep you safe. 

Leverage/Penetration. This is making sure you have your forte (strong part of the blade) on your 

adversary’s debole (weak part of the blade). You want to aim for about one hand-span from the 

tip of their blade. 

Edge. You want the edge of your blade on top of your opponent’s sword. This allows you to 

push down when attacking or if your adversary foolishly attacks you. 

Note: It’s important to have all three to achieve mechanical advantage and properly stringer your 

opponent. Lose one and you run the risk of being hit (aka death). Boo death. 

Now what? 

Once you’ve found your opponent’s blade, you can attack in prima tempo (single time) using one of the 

four basic guards —Seconda & Quarta will be your main guards for attacking. 

Gain & Attack. Start by extending your blade and adjusting your point so it’s online with your opponent 

(don’t lose your line). After being fully extended, you learn forward while bringing your hips back. 

Finally, you finish with a botta lunga/distesa/stocatta (a lunge) or a passata (passing step). 

Additional Resources: 

https://thetavernknight.wordpress.com/ 

http://duello.tv/ 

http://mac9.ucc.nau.edu/manuscripts/CapoFerro-GRAUF.pdf 

https://youtu.be/Ghefj8fil68 
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